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TIP SHEET

5 Quick Projects to Jump Start Your 
Database Cleanup
BY MAUREEN WALLBEOFF, Nonprofit Digital Strategist & Technology Coach at Meet Maureen

Whether you are working in a large organization or are part of a small and mighty team, 
tackling a messy database is a daunting task that affects your communication and fundraising 
practices. Here’s one example: In the past, I worked with an organization that chose to 
suppress a large part of their email audience from appeals (think everyone with the last name 
of Smith) because they never found the perfect time to clean up their data. There’s no doubt 
they were leaving money on the table every time they sent a fundraising email to their list! 

Keeping your data clean is a struggle for even the best database managers. It’s why many 
advocate for fundraising software that automatically updates addresses and identifies 
deceased records. In a perfect world, your supervisor sees the importance and value of a clean 
database and frees up time and resources for you to review your data regularly and do the 
necessary cleanup work. But if, like most of us, you aren’t living in a perfect world, you can still 
make progress with an hour here and an hour there using these snack-size data health ideas. 

 1 
Fix the root cause.
There’s a reason your data is messy. Find it and fix it. Are your forms letting bad data in 
because they aren’t built correctly? Is your form configuration causing data to map to the 
wrong fields? Is your team entering data incorrectly or inconsistently? You should be able to 
identify the problem relatively quickly. If it is a form issue, fix it. If it is a people issue, then 
you need to create standards for entering data and share it with your team. By immediately 
stopping the problem from getting worse, you can start to tackle the damage that has already 
been done. 

 2 
Work on one letter at a time.
It’s overwhelming to think about all the duplicates in your database. Start with just one letter. 
As long as you know that all new information is being added correctly, you can take your time 
working letter by letter. My recommendation is to choose the letter with the least amount 
of records. Then you can practice and develop a rhythm for the larger letters. Plus, you can 
quickly cross something off your to-do list! Just think—if you start at the beginning of the year  
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and spend one day per week on a letter, all the duplicates will be gone by July, so you will be 
ready in plenty of time for year-end campaigns! Fundraising software that automatically identifes 
deceased records can also speed-up this process.

 3 
Fix the data you’re actually using.
You probably have a ton of data that you are collecting, but not currently using. There is also data 
that is vital to your fundraising. That is the data to focus on first. For example, if you want to be 
able to suggest a donation amount based on giving history, start cleaning that information. Or 
maybe you focus on first names because you want to use them in your direct response or online 
appeals. EmailFinder™ is also a quick win that allows your organization to more effectively leverage 
a low-cost, preferred communication channel. 

 4 
Fix a group of high-value records.
The database records that are of highest value to your organization are likely your board members 
and major donors and prospects. Start there. It is likely a manageable number (especially board 
members) which allows you to quickly cross off another to-do item! These are also the records that 
really need to be squeaky clean because these supporters are not going to forgive an innocent 
error like your general population might.

 5 
Offer your leadership thoughtful options for a full database clean-up.
This is your time to shine. Don’t march into your boss’ office when you’re fed up or angry. Lay 
out the case for how a clean database can increase your organization’s fundraising and enable 
stronger constituent relationships. Explain the situation to your leaders in a way that makes them 
feel like their poor campaign results are their fault because they chose not to clean the data. 

Serve up a menu of options instead of an ultimatum. Include a DIY plan with days (or weeks) 
identifed where you can work on this project. Include the option of working with a consultant and/
or utilizing a service. Incorporate who/what you would want to use and an idea of the cost and 
timing. Mentally prepare yourself for a “no.” If that happens, try to determine the why behind it and 
continue talking about the importance of clean data to raise more money. And try again!

Ready to get started? Find out how Blackbaud and Meet Maureen can improve your fundraising 

effectivess with data health.
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